Extracellular sensing and signalling pheromones switch-on thermotolerance and other stress responses in Escherichia coli.
The findings reviewed here overturn a major tenet of bacterial physiology, namely that stimuli which switch-on inducible responses are always detected by intracellular sensors, with all other components and stages in induction also being intracellular. Such an induction mechanism even applies to quorum-sensed responses, and some others which involve functioning of extracellular components, and had previously been believed to occur in all cases. In contrast, for the stress responses reviewed here, triggering is by a quite distinct process, pairs of extracellular components being involved, with the stress sensing component (the extracellular sensing component, ESC) and the signalling component, which derives from it and induces the stress (the extracellular induction component, EIC), being extracellular and the stimulus detection occurring in the growth medium. The ESCs and EICs can also be referred to as extracellular sensing and signalling pheromones, since they are not only needed for induction in the stressed culture, but can act as pheromones in the same region activating other organisms which fail to produce the extracellular component (EC) pair. They can also diffuse to other regions and there act as pheromones influencing unstressed organisms or those which fail to produce such ECs. The cross-talk occurring due to such interactions, can then switch-on stress responses in such unstressed organisms and in those which cannot form the ESC/EIC pair. Accordingly, the ESC/EIC pairs can bring about a form of intercellular communication between organisms. If the unstressed organisms, which are induced to stress tolerance by such extracellular components, are facing impending stress challenge, then the pheromonal activities of the ECs provide an early warning system against stress. The specific ESC/EIC pairs switch-on numerous responses; often these pairs are proteins, but non-protein ECs also occur and for a few systems, full induction needs two ESC/EIC pairs. Most of the above ECs needed for response induction are highly resistant to irreversible inactivation by lethal agents and conditions and, accordingly, many killed cultures still contain ESCs or EICs. If these killed cultures come into contact with unstressed living organisms, the ECs again act pheromonally, altering the tolerance to stress of the living organisms. It has been claimed that bacteria sense increased temperature using ribosomes or the DnaK gene product. The work reviewed here shows that, for thermal triggering of thermotolerance and acid tolerance in E. coli, it is ESCs which act as thermometers.